Owing to the prevalence of unlabeled data, semisupervised learning has recently drawn significant attention and has found applicable in many real-world applications. In this paper, we present the so-called Graph-based Semi-supervised Support Vector Machine (gS3VM), a method that leverages the excellent generalization ability of kernel-based method with the geometrical and distributive information carried in a spectral graph for semi-supervised learning purpose. The proposed gS3VM can be solved directly in the primal form using the Stochastic Gradient Descent method with the ideal convergence rate O 1 T . Besides, our gS3VM allows the combinations of a wide spectrum of loss functions (e.g., Hinge, smooth Hinge, Logistic, L1, and ε-insensitive) and smoothness functions (i.e., lp (t) = |t| p with p ≥ 1). We note that the well-known Laplacian Support Vector Machine falls into the spectrum of gS3VM corresponding with the combination of the Hinge loss and the smoothness function l2 (.). We further validate our proposed method on several benchmark datasets to demonstrate that gS3VM is appropriate for the large-scale datasets since it is optimal in memory used and yields superior classification accuracy whilst simultaneously achieving a significant computation speedup in comparison with the state-of-the-art baselines
I. INTRODUCTION
Semi-supervised learning matters. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) aims at utilizing the intrinsic information carried in unlabeled data to enhance the generalization capacity of the learning algorithms. During the past decade, SSL has attracted significant attention and has found applicable in a variety of real-world problems including text categorization [1] , image retrieval [2] , bioinformatics [3] , natural language processing [4] to name a few. While obtaining pre-defined labels is a labor-intensive and time-consuming process [5] , ones have found that unlabeled data, when used in conjunction with a small amount of labeled data, can bring a remarkable improvement in classification accuracy [1] .
A notable approach to semi-supervised learning paradigm is to employ spectral graph in order to represent the adjacent and distributive information carried in data. Graph-based methods are nonparametric, discriminative, and transductive in nature. The typical graph-based methods include min-cut [6, 7] , harmonic function [8] , graph random walk [9, 10] , spectral graph transducer [11, 12] , and manifold regularization [13] .
Inspired from the pioneering work of [1] , recent works have attempted to incorporate kernel methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14] with the semi-supervised learning paradigm. The underlying idea of this research line is to solve standard SVM problem while treating the unknown labels as optimization variables [5] . This leads to a nonconvex optimization problem with a combinatorial explosion of label assignments. A wide spectrum of techniques have been proposed to solve this non-convex optimization problem, e.g., local combination search [1] , gradient descent [15] , continuation techniques [16] , convex-concave procedures [17, 18] , deterministic annealing [19, 20, 21] , and semi-definite programming [22] . Although these works can somehow handle the combinatorial intractability, their common requirement to repeatedly retrain the model limits their applicability to realworld applications, hence lacking the ability to perform online learning for large-scale applications.
Conjoining the advantages of kernel method and the spectral graph theory, several existing works have tried to incorporate information carried in a spectral graph for building a better kernel function [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . Basically, these methods employ the Laplacian matrix induced from the spectral graph to construct kernel functions which can capture the features of the ambient space. Manifold regularization framework [13] exploits the geometric information of the probability distribution that generates data and incorporates it as an additional regularization term. Two regularization terms are introduced to control the complexity of the classifier in the ambient space and the complexity induced from the geometric information of the distribution. However, the computational complexity for manifold regularization approach is cubic in the training size n (i.e., O n 3 ). Hence other researches have been carried out to enhance the scalability of the manifold regularization framework [28, 29, 30] . Specifically, the work of [30] makes use of the preconditioned conjugate gradient to solve the optimization problem encountered in manifold regularization framework in the primal form. By that way, the computational complexity is reduced from O n 3 to O n 2 . However, this approach is to actually solve the optimization problem in the first dual layer instead of the primal form, hence rendering the solution infeasible for online setting. In addition, the LapSVM in primal approach [30] requires to store the entire Hessian matrix of size n × n in the memory, resulting in a memory complexity of O(n 2 ). Our evaluating experiments with LapSVM in primal show that it always consumes a huge amount of memory in its execution (cf . Tables VII and VIII) .
Recently, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) methods [31, 32, 33] have emerged as a promising framework to speed up the training process and enable the online learning paradigm. SGD possesses three key advantages: (1) fast; (2) ability to run in online mode; and (3) economic in memory usage. In this paper, we leverage three knowledge domains of kernel method, spectral graph theory and stochastic gradient descent to propose a novel approach to semi-supervised learning, termed as Graph-based Semi-supervised Support Vector Machine (gS3VM). Our gS3VM allows the combination of a wide spectrum of loss functions (cf. Section V) and smoothness functions l p (.) where p ≥ 1 (cf. Eq. (5)). We note that the well-known Laplacian Support Vector Machine (LapSVM) [13, 30] is the special case of gS3VM(s) when using Hinge loss and the smoothness function l 2 (.). We then develop a new algorithm based on the SGD framework [33] to directly solve the optimization problem of gS3VM in its primal form with the ideal convergence rate O 1 T . At each iteration, a labeled instance and an edge in the spectral graph are randomly sampled. As the result, the computational cost at each iteration is very economic and this makes the proposed method efficient to deal with large-scale datasets while maintaining comparable predictive performance.
To summarize, our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We provide a novel view of jointly learning the kernelbased method with the spectral graph to propose gS3VM for semi-supervised learning purpose. Our proposed gS3VM enables the combination of a wide spectrum of convex loss functions and smoothness functions. • We apply stochastic gradient descent (SGD) framework [33] to solve directly gS3VM in its primal form. Hence, gS3VM has all advantageous properties of SGD-based methods including fast computation, memory efficiency, and ability to run in online setting. Inheriting from the strength of SGD-based method, our gS3VM can perform online learning for large-scale applications. To our best of knowledge, the proposed gS3VM is the first semisupervised learning method that can deal with the online learning context wherein data arrive continuously and sequentially. • We provide a theoretical analysis to show that gS3VM has the ideal convergence rate O 1 T if using the loss function l (w; x, y) satisfying l (w; x, y) ≤ A for some A > 0 and the smoothness function l p (.) = |.| p with p ≥ 1. We verify that the necessary condition l (w; x, y) ≤ A holds for a wide class of loss functions including Hinge, smooth Hinge, and Logistic for classification task and L1, ε-insensitive for regression task (cf. Section V). • We validate our proposed method on several benchmark datasets. The experimental results empirically confirm the ideal convergence rate O 1 T of gS3VM and show that gS3VM is really scalable for large-scale datasets. In particular, it offers a comparable classification accuracy whilst achieving a significant computational speed-up in comparison with the state-of-the-art baselines.
II. RELATED WORK
We review the work in semi-supervised learning paradigm that are closely related to ours. Graph-based semi-supervised learning is an active research topic under semi-supervised learning paradigm. At its crux, graph-based semi-supervised methods define a graph where the vertices are labeled and unlabeled data of the training set and edges (may be weighted) reflect the similarity of data. Most of graph-based methods can be interpreted as estimating the prediction function f such that: it should predict the labeled data as accurate as possible; and it should be smooth on the graph.
In [6, 7] , semi-supervised learning problem is viewed as graph mincut problem. In the binary case, positive labels act as sources and negative labels act as sinks. The objective is to find a minimum set of edges whose removal blocks all flow from the sources to the sinks. Another way to infer the labels of unlabeled data is to compute the marginal probability of the discrete Markov random field. In [34] , Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling techniques is used to approximate this marginal probability. The work of [35] proposes to compute the marginal probabilities of the discrete Markov random field at any temperature with the Multi-canonical Monte Carlo method, which seems to be able to overcome the energy trap faced by the standard Metropolis or Swendsen-Wang method. The harmonic functions used in [8] is regarded as a continuous relaxation of the discrete Markov random field. It does relaxation on the value of the prediction function and makes use of the quadratic loss with infinite weight so that the labeled data are clamped. The works of [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] utilize the Laplacian matrix induced from the spectral graph to form kernel functions which can capture the features of the ambient space.
Yet another successful approach in semi-supervised learning paradigm is the kernel-based approach. The kernel-based semisupervised methods are primarily driven by the idea to solve a standard SVM problem while treating the unknown labels as optimization variables [5] . This leads to a non-convex optimization problem with a combination explosion of label assignments. Many methods have been proposed to solve this optimization problem, for example local combinatorial search [1] , gradient descent [15] , continuation techniques [16] , convex-concave procedures [17, 18] , deterministic annealing [19, 20, 21] , and semi-definite programming [22] . However, the requirement of retraining the whole dataset over and over preludes the applications of these kernel-based semisupervised methods to the real-world datasets.
Some recent works on semi-supervised learning have primarily concentrated on the improvements of its safeness and classification accuracy. Li et al. [2015] assumes that the lowdensity separators can be diverse and an incorrect selection may result in a reduced performance and proposes S4VM to use multiple low-density separators to approximate the ground-truth decision boundary. S4VM is shown to be safe and to achieve the maximal performance improvement under the low-density assumption of S3VM [1] . Wang et al. [2015] extends [13, 36] to propose semi-supervised discriminationaware manifold regularization framework which considers the discrimination of all available instances in learning of manifold regularization. Tan et al. [2014] proposes using the p-norm as a regularization quantity in manifold regularization framework to perform dimension reduction in the context of semi-supervised learning.
The closest work to ours is manifold regularization framework [13] and its extensions [28, 29, 30] . However, the original work of manifold regularization [13] requires to invert a matrix of size n by n which costs cubically and hence is not scalable. Addressing this issue, Tsang et al. [29] scales up manifold regularization framework by adding in an ε-insensitive loss into the energy function, i.e., replacing
where |z| ε = max {|z| − ε, 0}. The intuition is that most pairwise differences |f (x i ) − f (x j )| are very small. By ignoring differences smaller than ε, the solution becomes sparser. LapSVM (in primal) [30] employs the preconditioned conjugate gradient to solve the optimization problem of manifold regularization in the primal form. This allows the computational complexity to be scaled up from O n 3 to O n 2 . However, the optimization problem in [30] is indeed solved in the first dual layer rather than in the primal form. In addition, we empirically find that the LapSVM in primal [30] is unsatisfactory in terms of memory complexity. In particular, this method always consumes a huge amount of memory for computation (cf. Tables VII and VIII).
III. SPECTRAL-GRAPH-BASED SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING

A. Spectral Graph
Spectral graph is an useful tool to capture the geometrical and distributive information carried in the data. It is usually an undirected graph whose vertices are the data instances. In the context of semi-supervised learning, we are given a training set
is unlabeled data. We can start with constructing the spectral graph G = (V, E) where the vertex set V includes all labeled and unlabeled instances (i.e., V =
). An edge e ij = x i x j ∈ E between two vertices x i , x j represents the similarity of the two instances. Let µ ij be the weight of this e ij . The principle is that if µ ij is large, then y i , y j are expected to receive the same label. The set of edges G and its weighs can be built using the following ways:
• Fully connected graph: every pair of vertices x i , x j is connected by an edge. The edge weight decreases when the distance x i − x j increases. The Gaussian kernel weight function widely used is given by
where σ s is known as the bandwidth parameter and controls how quickly the weight decreases. • k-NN: each vertex x i determines its k nearest neighbors (k-NN) and makes an edge with each of its k-NN. The Gaussian kernel weight function can be used for the edge weight. Empirically, k-NN graphs with small k tend to perform well. • ε-NN: we connect x i and x j if x i − x j ≤ ε. Again the Gaussian kernel weight function can be used to weight the connected edges. In practice, ε-NN graphs are easier to construct than k-NN graphs.
It is noteworthy that when constructing the spectral graph, we avoid connecting the edge of two labeled instances since we do not need to propagate the label between them. Figure 1 demonstrates an example of spectral graph constructed on 3D dataset using k-NN with k = 5.
B. Label Propagation
After building the spectral graph, a semi-supervised learning problem is formulated as assigning label to the unlabeled vertices. We need the mechanism to rationally propagate labels from the labeled vertices to the unlabeled ones. The idea is that if µ ij is large, then the two labels y i , y j are expected to be the same.
To assign labels to the unlabeled instances, it is desirable to learn a mapping function f : X −→ Y where X and Y are domains of data and label, respectively, such that
is as closest to its label y i as possible for all labeled instances x i (1 ≤ i ≤ l). • f should be smooth on the whole graph G, i.e., if x i is very close to x j (i.e., x i , x j are very similar or µ ij is large), the discrepancy between f i and f j (i.e., |f i − f j |) is small.
Therefore, we arrive at the following optimization problem
where by convention we define ∞.0 = 0 and f i = f (x i ).
The optimization problem in Eq. (1) peaks its minimum as the first term is exactly 0 and the second term is as smallest as possible. It is therefore rewritten as follows
To extend the representation ability of the prediction function f , we relax the discrete function f to be real-valued. The drawback of the relaxation is that in the solution, f (x) is now real-valued and hence does not directly correspond to a label. This can however be addressed by thresholding f (x) at zero to produce discrete label predictions, i.e., if f (x) ≥ 0, predict y = 1, and if f (x) < 0, predict y = −1.
IV. GRAPH-BASED SEMI-SUPERVISED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (GS3VM)
In this section, we present our proposed Graph-based Semisupervised Support Vector Machine (gS3VM). We start this section with introducing the optimization problem of gS3VM. We then describe SGD-based solution for gS3VM. Finally, we present the convergence analysis of gS3VM.
A. gS3VM Optimization Problem
Let Φ : X −→ H be a transformation from the input space X to a Reproducing Hilbert Kernel Space (RHKS) H. We use
) is kernel function, to predict label. Inspired from the optimization problem in Eq.
(2), the following optimization problem is proposed
In the optimization problem in Eq. (3), we minimize 1 2 w 2 to maximize the margin for motivating the generalization capacity. At the same time, we minimize
to make the prediction function smoother on the spectral graph. We rewrite the optimization problem in Eq. (3) in the primal form as follows 1
In the optimization problem in Eq. (4), the minimization of l i=1 l (w; x i , y i ) encourages the fitness of gS3VM on the labeled portion while the minimization of (i,j)∈E µ ij l 2 w T Φ ij guarantees the smoothness of gS3VM on the spectral graph. Naturally, we can extend the optimization of gS3VM by replacing the Hinge loss by any 1 We can eliminate the bias ρ by simply adjusting the kernel. loss functions (e.g., Logistic, L1) and l 2 (.) by l p (.) with p ≥ 1. We achieve the following optimization problem
It is noteworthy that Laplacian Support Vector Machine (LapSVM) [13, 30] is the special case of gS3VM using the Hinge loss with the smoothness function l 2 (.).
B. Stochastic Gradient Descent Algorithm for gS3VM
We employ the SGD framework proposed in [33] to solve the optimization problem in Eq. (5) in the primal form. Let us denote the objective function as
At the iteration t, we do the following:
from the labeled portion X l and an edge (u t , v t ) from the set of edges E. • Define the instantaneous objective function
We note that the derivative l p w T Φ w.r.t w can be computed as
Uniformly sample i t from {1, 2, ..., l} and (u t , v t ) from the set of edges E 5:
The pseudocode of gS3VM is presented Algorithm 1. We note that we store w t and w t as
In line 4 of Algorithm 1, we need to sample the edge (u t , v t ) from the set of edges E and compute the edge weight µ utvt . It is noteworthy in gS3VM we use the fully connected spectral graph to maximize the freedom of label propagation and avoid the additional computation incurred in other kind of spectral graph (e.g., k-NN or ε-NN spectral graph). In addition, the edge weight µ utvt can be computed on the fly when necessary.
C. Convergence Analysis
In what follows, we present the convergence analysis for gS3VM. In particular, assuming that the loss function satisfies the condition: l (w; x, y) ≤ A, ∀x, y, we prove that our gS3VM achieves the ideal convergence rate O 1 T with 1 ≤ p < 2 and with p ≥ 2 under some condition of the parameters (cf. Theorem 5). We present the theoretical results and the rigorous proofs are given in Appendix A. Without loss of generality, we assume that the feature map
We denote the optimal solution by w * , i.e., w * = argmin w J (w).
The following lemma shows the formula for w t from its recursive formula. Lemma 1. We have the following statement
Lemma 2 offers the foundation to establish an upper bound for w t in the next lemma.
Lemma 3 establishes an upper bound on w t which is used to define the bound in the next lemma.
Lemma 3. We have the following statement
Lemma 4 establishes an upper bound on g t which is used in the main theorems.
Lemma 4. We have the following statement
The following theorem shows the convergence rate O 1 T of gS3VM.
Theorem 5. Considering the running of Algorithm 1, the following statements hold
Theorem 5 states the regret in the form of expectation. We go further to prove that for all T ≥ T 0 = 2G εδ , with a high confidence level, J (w T +1 ) approximates the optimal value J (w * ) within an ε-precision in Theorem 6. Theorem 6. With the probability at least 1 − δ, for all
where a = C (2R) p p and b = CA.
V. SUITABILITY OF LOSS FUNCTION AND KERNEL FUNCTION
In this section, we present the suitability of the loss functions and kernel functions that can be used for gS3VM. We verify that most of the well-known loss functions satisfying the necessary condition: l (w; x, y) ≤ A for an appropriate positive number A.
• Hinge loss:
Therefore, by choosing A = R we have
Here I S is the indicator function which is equal to 1 if the statement S is true and 0 if otherwise. It can be observed that the positive constant A coincides the radius R (i.e., A = R) for the aforementioned loss functions. To allow the ability to flexibly control the minimal sphere that encloses all Φ (x)(s), we propose to use the squared exponential kernel function which is given by
where σ l is the length-scale parameter and σ f is the output variance parameter. It appears that using the kernel in Eq. (6) , we have the following equality
Recall that if p = 2 or p > 2, Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal solution with the ideal convergence rate O 1 T under specific conditions. In particular, with p = 2 the corresponding condition is a < 1 and with p > 2 the corresponding condition is
Using the squared exponential kernel function in Eq. (6), we can adjust the output variance parameter σ f to make the convergent condition valid. More specifically, we consider two cases:
• p = 2: the convergent condition is derived as follows
We can simply choose the output variance parameter σ f as
where ρ > 0 is a very small number. • p > 2: the convergent condition is derived as follows
In case we wish to use the popular radial basic function (RBF) kernel which is given by
, we can control the second trade-off parameter C so as to ensure the ideal convergence rate O 1 T with p ≥ 2. More specifically, we also consider two cases:
• p > 2: the convergent condition is derived as follows
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct the extensive experiments to investigate the influence of the parameters and factors to the model behavior and to compare our proposed gS3VM with the state-of-the-art baselines on the benchmark datasets. In particular, we design three kinds of experiment to analyze the influence of factors, e.g., the loss function l (w; x, y), the smoothness function l p w T Φ , and the percentage of unlabeled portion to the model behavior. In the first experiment (cf. Section VI-C1), we empirically prove the theoretical convergence rate O 1 T for all combinations of loss function (Hinge, Logistic) and smoothness function (p = 1, 2, 3) and we also investigate how the number of iterations affects the classification accuracy. In the second experiment (cf. Section VI-C2), we study the influence of various combinations of the loss function and the smoothness function to the quality of prediction and the training time when the percentage of unlabeled portion is either 80% or 90%. In the third experiment (cf. Section VI-C3), we examine the proposed method under the semisupervised setting where the proportion of unlabeled data is varied from 50% to 90%. Finally, we compare our proposed gS3VM with the state-of-the-art baselines on the benchmark datasets.
A. Experimental Datasets
We conduct the experiments on 13 benchmark datasets 2 for semi-supervised learning. The statistics of the experimental datasets are given in Table I .
B. Baselines
In order to investigate the efficiency and accuracy of our proposed method (gUS3VM), we made comparison with the following baselines:
• LapSVM in primal [30] : Laplacian Support Vector Machine in primal is a state-of-the-art approach in semisupervised classification based on manifold regularization framework. It can reduce the computational complexity 2 Most of the experimental datasets can be conveniently downloaded from the URL https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/.
Dataset
Size Dimension  G50C  551  50  COIL20  145  1,014  USPST  601  256  AUSTRALIAN  690  14  A1A  1,605  123  MUSHROOMS  8,124  112  SVMGUIDE3  1,243  21  SVMGUIDE1  3,089  4 of the original LapSVM [13] from O n 3 to O kn 2 using the preconditioned conjugate gradient and an early stopping strategy. • CCCP [18] : An approach is proposed to solve the nonconvex optimization problem occurred in the kernel semisupervised approach using convex-concave procedures. • Self-KNN: Self-training is one of the most classical technique using in semi-supervised classification. Self-KNN employs k−NN method as a core classifier for self training. • SVM: Support Vector Machine which is implemented using LIBSVM solver [38] and trained with fully label setting. We use fully labeled SVM as a milestone to judge how good the semi-supervised methods are. All compared methods are run on a Windows computer with the configuration of CPU Xeon 3.47 GHz and 96GB RAM. All codes of the baselines are achieved from the corresponding authors.
C. Impact of Incident Factors to The Learning Behavior
1) Simulation Study on Convergence Rate:
In this simulation study, we want to empirically examine the convergence rate of gS3VM with various combinations of loss function (Hinge, Logistic) and smooth function (p = 1, 2, 3). We select two datasets G50C and USPST. For each dataset, we compute the quantity ∆J T = (J (w T +1 ) − J (w * )) * T and measure the accuracy when the number of iterations T is varied. We repeated each experiment five times to record the necessary quantities and their standard deviations. As observed from Figures 2 and 3 , ∆J T tends to decrease and when T is sufficiently large, this quantity is lower-bounded by a constant. Hence, we can empirically conclude the convergence rate O 1 T of gS3VM. This conclusion also matches with the theoretical analysis developed in Section IV-C. It is noteworthy that in this simulation study we use the RBF kernel and with p = 2 and p = 3 the second trade-off parameter C is selected using Eqs. (7, 8) so as to theoretically guarantee the ideal convergence rate O 1 T of our gS3VM. 
Dataset
Accuracy (%) Time (s) Hinge loss
Logistic loss Hinge loss Logistic loss p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 
Dataset Precision (%)
F1 score (%) Hinge loss Logistic loss Hinge loss Logistic loss p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 
Dataset
Accuracy (%) Time (s) Hinge loss
Dataset Precision (%)
F1 score (%) Hinge loss Logistic loss Hinge loss Logistic loss p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 performance on the real datasets. We experiment on the real datasets given in Table I with different combinations of loss function (Hinge, Logistic) and smoothness function (p = 1, 2, 3). Each experiment is performed five times and the average accuracy, F1 score, precision, and training time corresponding to 80% or 90% of hidden label are reported in Tables IV, III , IV, and V. We observe that the Hinge loss is slightly better than Logistic one and the combination of Hinge loss and the smoothness l 1 (.) is slightly better than other combinations. It is noteworthy that in this simulation study we use the RBF kernel and with p = 2 and p = 3 the second trade-off parameter C is selected using Eqs. (7, 8) so as to theoretically guarantee the ideal convergence rate O 1 T of our gS3VM.
3) Simulation Study on Influence on Percentage of Hidden
Label to The Learning Performance : In this simulation study, we address the question how variation in percentage of hidden label influences the learning performance. We also experiment on the real datasets given in Table I {50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%}. We observe that when the percentage of hidden label increases, the classification accuracy and the F1 score tend to decrease across the datasets except for two datasets COIL20 and MUSHROOMS which remain fairy stable (cf. Table VI and Figure 4 (left and right) ). This observation is reasonable since when increasing the percentage of hidden label, we decrease the amount of information label provided to the classifier and hence make the label propagation more challenging.
D. Experimental Results on The Benchmark Datasets
In this experiment, we compare our proposed method with the baselines, including LapSVM, CCCP, Self-KNN and SVM as described in VI-B. Based on the observation from the experiment in VI-C2, we use the combination of Hinge loss and the smoothness function l 1 (.). Besides offering the best predictive performance, this combination also encourages the sparsity in the output solution.
The standard RBF kernel given by K
is used in the experiments. With LapSVM, we use the parameter settings proposed in [30] , wherein the parameters γ A and γ I are searched in the grid 10 −6 , 10 −4 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 1, 10, 100 . In all experiments with the LapSVM, we make use of the preconditioned conjugate gradient version, which seems more suitable for the LapSVM optimization problem [30] . With CCCP-TSVM, we use the setting CCCP-TSVM| s=0 U C * =LC . Only two parameters need to be tuned are the trade-off C and the width of kernel γ. Akin to our proposed gS3VM, the trade-off parameters C = C is tuned in the grid 2 −5 , 2 −3 , . . . , 2 3 , 2 5 and the width of kernel γ is varied in the grid 2 −5 , 2 −3 , . . . , 2 3 , 2 5 . In our proposed gS3VM, the bandwidth σ s of Gaussian kernel weight function, which involves in computing the weights of the spectral graph, is set so as to σ s = σ l . We run crossvalidation with 5 folds. The optimal parameter set is selected according to the highest classification accuracy. We set the number of iterations T in gS3VM to 0.2×(l + u) for the largescale datasets such as MUSHROOMS, W5A, W8A, COD-RNA, COVTYPE and IJCNN1 and to l + u for the remaining datasets. Each experiment is carried out five times to compute the average of the reported measures.
We measure the accuracy, F1 score, training time, and memory amount used in training when the percentage of hidden label is 80% and 90%. These measures are reported in Tabled VII and VIII. To improve the readability, in these two tables we emphasize the best method (not count the fulllabeled SVM) for each measure using boldface, italicizing, or underlining. Regarding the classification accuracy and the F1 score, it can be seen that gS3VM are comparable with LapSVM and CCCP while being much better than Self-KNN. Particularly, CCCP seems to be the best method on 80% unlabeled dataset (cf. Figure 5 (left) and Figure 6 (left)) while gS3VM a little outperforms others on 90% unlabeled datasets (cf. Figure 5 (right) and Figure 6 (right) ). Comparing with the full-labeled SVM, except for three datasets IJCNN1, COD-RN, and COVTYPE, gS3VM produces the comparable classification accuracies. Remarkably for the computational time, gS3VM outperforms the baselines by a wide margin especially for the large-scale datasets. On the large-scale datasets W8A, COD-RNA, IJCNN1, and COVTYPE, gS3VM is significantly tens of times faster than LapSVM, the second fastest method (cf. Figure 7 (left) and Figure 7 (right)). We also examine the memory consumption in training for each method. It can be observed that gS3VM is also economic in terms of memory amount used in training especially for the large-scale datasets (cf. Figure 8) . In contrast, LapSVM always consumes a huge amount of memory during its training. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the novel framework for semisupervised learning, called Graph-based Semi-supervised Support Vector Machine (gS3VM). Our framework connects three domains of kernel method, spectral graph, and stochastic gradient descent at the right place. Our gS3VM can be solved directly in the primal form with the ideal convergence rate O 1 T and naturally inherits all strengths of a SGD-based method. We validate and compare gS3VM with other stateof-the-art methods under semi-supervised learning context on several benchmark datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed gS3VM offers comparable classification accuracy and is economic in memory amount used whilst achieving a significant speed-up comparing with the state-ofthe-art baselines. Moreover, our approach is the first semisupervised model offering the online setting that is essential in real-world application.
APPENDIX A CONVEX ANALYSIS Proof of Lemma 1
We have
Taking sum Eq. (9) when i = 2, . . . , t, we gain 
